
HOW BRANDED ARE
YOU?

Name: Business  

Date: Score:

Fill in the following questions honestly - only you will see the

answers to give you an idea of where your business is, give each

question a score out of 10

1. Do people recognise your brand?

2. Think about all the ways people interact with your company - email,

social media, networking, advertising, sales - is your messaging clear and

consistant?

3. How clear is your central message

1= oh yeah all the time - they open an email and they know 10=
umm no idea

1 10

10

101

1

1= there's always a clear message and people understand

immediately 10= nope everything is different, nothing is joined up

1= people understand what we do in a sentence 10= no it takes

quite a while for people to understand what we do, if at all



4. How often do you think about your branding? 

5. How often do people recognise your brand?

6. Do you have a brand identity? logo, design standards, ways to talk to

consumers, style guide for social media etc

7. When thinking about your social media, are you often stuck for things to

say?

1= It's part of everything I do  10= Never think about it

1= customers always talk about our brand and how much they

love it 10= I don't think anyone has ever mentioned it

1= Yep we have all of that and are always staying on track with it

10= a what? doubt it!

1= No, never, we have a social media plan that works well for us

10= All the time

1 10

101

1 10

101



8.Do you use social media consistently? 

9. Do you ever post inappropriate (from bad taste memes to irrelevant

rants which make no sense) things to social media? Or if someone posts

for you, do you look and think huh?  

10. Do customers return to you because they know and trust your brand?

1= Yep, did you not see what I wrote for the last answer we have

a plan 10= no is that even a thing?

1= NO again we have a plan and guidelines so stop asking me

10= mmm yes, I guess, I thought everyone would find it funny

too....

1= Yes, all the time, they like telling us how great our brand is and

they feel like they own it 10= no, is that even a thing? wow!

1 10

101

1 10

Now add up all

your answers to

get your total:



0-30

31-79

80+
So, you've got a bit of work to do, but don't worry this

will hopefully have got you thinking - take a look at
getting some support to create the right systems and
structures so you can be on top of your game in no
time. We offer a great plan, which helps you get on

your feet. Take a look at our blog posts for some easy
to implement ideas for getting started. 

Well Done! You've made some fantastic strides and
have some thoughts in place, you just lack some of
the consistency in implementation. Working without
an outside agency can be a great way of getting a

consistent clear message.  

Woo Hoo!! Well Done you get the gold star!! Your
hard work and dilligence has really paid off for your
business. We'd love you to get in touch so we can

shout you out for your fantastic approach! 


